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Of this Event, I cannot forsee the end.
Video installations, performances and site specifc installations  2nd - 30th March 2012

Memo Akten ● Sophie Clements ● Callum Cooper ● George Eksts ● 

Kris Emmerson     Samuel Levack and Jennifer Lewandowski ● Santiago Ortega ● 

Cliford Sage ●   David Sherry ● James Stringer ●Anais Tondeur  ● Helen Turner 

● Pablo Wendel               der Warst (Simon Schäfer)



The featured video works are documents of events with unknown outcome. The artists 
appropriate approaches from scientists in order to gain insights, accumulate data or choose 
their observational vantage point. A distanced camera perspective witnesses and frames the 
performance wherein chance and failure play part. Insofar the video works go beyond 
documentation demanding independence from the prior event and share the element of 
suspense, surprise and humour. By defning a framework wherein a staged experiment or 
observed action can take place, the artists test the boundaries of our earthly existence, 
everyday life, patterns of social behaviour and virtual reality.

 

Carmen Billows - Curator



Callum Cooper (AU, London-based)

The artist and flmmaker Callum Cooper received a scholarship to attend the Royal College of Art, London, Animation MA-Programme in 2008. His moving image works have been 

exhibited at festivals and galleries in Australia, South America, USA, UK, Europe, and Japan. His recent fne art flms have screened at Toronto International Film Festival 2010, 

Clermont-Ferrand, 2011 and San Francisco International Film Festival 2011. Little Brother (2011), his frst narrative short, premiered at Sundance Film Festival 2011. He is currently 

writing his debut feature length flm, with the support of Screen Australia and is to attend an arts residency in New York. http://www.callumcooper.com/

Callum Cooper rediscovers a performative flm production via the use of specially constructed devices and new technology, drawing a line from expanded cinema experiments in 

the 1970s to today. Former ofce dividers are re-engineered into a prototype camera rig. Cooper’s sculptural camera tool records while he is interacting with it in a performance 

making the random passersby the participants in the flm production. Cooper says that “often when we engage in physical actions, particularly one from our childhood, we fnd 

ourselves reconnecting with the past. When these actions are continuously repeated it can almost be like a joyous hypnosis. This work attempts to capture that recapture 

moment.” The performance stays prescribed, moving within the rules set up by the Cooper with his sculptural device but allows the element ‘chance' to enter. The performance 

moves along the intersection of staging and improvisation, control and spontaneity, the constant and the flux. 

'PARADOXICAL PLANES' Video, 2011, Callum Cooper



George Eksts (1UK, London-based)

George Eksts uses video, photography, sculpture and printmaking to explore ideas of progress, completion, entropy and the temporary. A graduate of the Royal College of Art, he 

has recently started a fellowship at Royal Academy Schools. Previous awards and residencies include the Baden-Württemberg Stipendium and Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris. 

George lives and works in London.

The works on show within the show Of this Event, I cannot foresee the end. are part of his ongoing series of 'Endless Videos'. The video works are investigations of alternative 

forms of time, challenging the linear historical structure of traditional flmmaking. Bereft of narrative progress and taking repetition to extremes, they question human and 

technological advancement and notions of completion and permanence. From a hidden vantage point George Eksts frames and observes chance events in public space, giving 

stage to the performances of the everyday. Infnitely repeated, gestures and deeds are extended in their duration creating the illusion of endlessness wherein the performer 

seems trapped in time and space. Conceived as a modular system of related yet independent pieces, the 'fnished' work does not exist in any specifc state but rather in a 

constant cycle of rearrangement, development and documentation. 

'ENDLESS VIDEOS, LUNCHTIME' Video 2011, George Eksts



Cliford Sage (UK, London-based)        

Cliford Sage studied at the Royal College of Art in Communication Art & Design (2008/10), specializing in 3D Computer design in the feld of motion image. His special interest is 

the use of computer game engines and how these applications become increasingly accessible and powerful in our communication through digital interfaces. As a self taught 3-D 

artist working in the feld of motion image Sage realised the amount of creative freedom computer technology ofers by its diversity, allowing us to communicate and present 

information in multiple ways. Sage is currently particularly interested in how the technology we use is based on knowledge of the reality that seems without an apparent sense 

and is constantly evolving.  Sage has been making music and soundscapes over the last decade under the alias recsund and is part of two band duos Communicvoid and Deece. A 

lot of his visual work is in response to his musical endeavours. Sage says: “Creating sound is another way of communicating, sharing opinions and expressions. It’s kind of like a 

subconscious diary.”

James Stringer  (UK, London-Based)

James Stringer studied Fine Art at St Martins (2004/06), where he became interested in digital media and began experimenting with video, interactivity and web based animation 

software. On graduation he became involved in the London experimental music scene collaborating with various industrial, noise and techno musicians and performance artists. 

James currently DJ's and produces music as Brood Ma and has recently launched 'Quantum Natives', an audio visual clubbing experience he says is best described as "Hard 

dancing in Atemporality." James has exhibited internationally and performs regularly in venues across London.

The frst idea to conCERN was the Large Hadron Collider [particle accelerator] in Geneva France known as CERN. For the show Of this Event, I cannot foresee the end. they 

created a platform where a participant witnesses and is part of the efects of diferent forces associated with what we currently except as the building blocks of reality [known 

as the standard model in particle physics ]. The virtual environment the player fnds themself in is a continuous machine that goes through a process of interchanging the 

fundamental forces known as Gravity, Week and Strong force and Electromagnetism. The player becomes a key part in the machine’s progression. The project is intended to not 

be a direct explanation of CERN fndings but a source of wonder! 



'conCERN', digital animation, digital animation, 2012 Cliford Sage / James Stringer



Kris Emmerson ( UK, London-based )

Kris Emmerson graduated from the MA Sculpture at the Royal College of Art in 2006. With a background in photography and graphic design he currently lives and works in 

London as an artist and flmmaker.

'...THE BURNING WITH THE FIRES OF ORC' Video projection,, 2012, Kris Emmerson

Our understanding of the world is constantly re-presented and re-defned by computer generated media imagery. The artist isolates and releases distinct 'fantasies' from the 

limitations of a narrative-driven and over-represented media context allowing them to exist as autonomous entities and ofering a momentary sense of wonder and a time and 

place beyond the present. Emmerson visually magnifes and endlessly repeats movements and the inherent beauty in the smallest elements and structures that constitute the 

world.  The work ...burning with the fres of Orc, Emmerson represents an ongoing investigation into the properties of non-Newtonian liquids: liquids which alter their molecular 

structure in relation to forces acting upon them. Passing a series of audio frequencies through the substance, in this instance a solution of corn flour and water, results in a 

spontaneous and unpredictable reaction. These seemingly autonomous forms are then flmed in close-up resulting into surreal alien landscapes; ever changing organic 

environments that exist somewhere between fluidity and solidity, the real and the virtual. The soundtrack is created as a reaction to the visual 'presence' of the flm



Pablo Wendel (D, Stuttgart/London-based)

Pablo Wendel studied at Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Stuttgart, China Academy of Art, Hangzhou and at Sculpture department at the Royal College of Art, London (2008-10). He 

has widely exhibited in group and solo shows such as Frischzelle, Kunstmuseum Stuttgart, 2007 and the Guangzhou Triennial, China, 2008. His performance, “Terracotta 

Warriors”, 2007, joining the famous Terracotta Army in China was of major public interest.  He co-founded Oubliette, a multidisciplinary platform for cultural events and 

exhibitions at diferent squats in London. In 2011 he initiated the artist residency “Utopia Parkway“ in Stuttgart. The artist lives and works in Stuttgart and London. 

 'SIRENE'  Video, Performance, Rotterdam/NL, 2009, Pablo Wendel

The Dutch city Rotterdam was almost completely destroyed during the Second World War. The ‘Portgebouw’ is one of the few buildings that was spared from destruction. In his 

performance “Sirene” Pablo Wendel attempts to mute a re-activated Second World War siren by wrapping it with everyday sound insulating material, a situation difcult to bring 

under control. It was a four hour performance ending with the siren lapsing into silence.



Samuel Levack and Jennifer Lewandowski ( UK, London-based)

Samuel Levack and Jennifer Lewandowski have been working together since 1999. Their multi-disciplinary practice encompasses moving image, installation, performance, 

experimental music and photography. Their work has been shown in Berlin, Paris, Brussels and London. Since 2007, they have curated and created a number of sculptural 

interventions at Port Eliot Festival in Cornwall as well as presenting their One Minute Disco (2007–2011), danced on the hour, every hour, at the festival. They were shortlisted for 

the Converse/Dazed 2011 Emerging Artist Award with The Whitechapel Gallery. In 2012 they will participate at the group show E-Vapor-8 at 319 Scholes, New York and collaborate 

with Hannah Perry, for an exhibition at Rod Barton Gallery, London. Their debut solo exhibition Danse-moi vers la fn de l’amour will open at French Riviera, London in April 2012.

 'NORMAL LOVE – END OF LOVE' Video, 2010 , Samuel Levack and Jennifer Lewandowski

The flm Normal Love – End of Love is an early flm from the series In Babylon - End of Love, (2010 - present).  The flm is the outcome of a series of private performances in which 

the artists invited friends to dance for them in their studio. The artists' experimental music project Das Hund forms the soundtrack. 



David Sherry ( IR, Glasgow-based)

The artist David Sherry makes drawings, videos and performances. Each of these disciplines relate to each other. His drawing practice is a means of developing ideas, characters 

and planning performances. His performance works open his practice up to diferent experiences, looking at the possibilities of art. In his work he portrays a set of parallel 

alternatives to our ordinary experiences. 

He uses performance and video as a prop to view normality from a removed position. His drawings, performances and video works explore beliefs, passive activity and real 

experience. In these works he looks at his place in society and how he is afected by the society he lives in. His work subverts the civic principals we adhere to. Starting of from a 

humorous point of view his performances can in some instances become humourless, morose and sad.

For the work ‘100 meters cake' I spent one year in training eating cake as quickly as possible. My goal was to eat a cake in 9.58 sec, equalling Usain Bolts 100 meters world 

record. It took a super human efort to equal this mark. ‘100 meters cake' is commented upon by chef’s, critics and recognised sporting voices in unifed disbelief.

In ‘Coke Dance’ Sherry pours a tin of coke onto the floor and dances on the liquid until it becomes sticky. The sound of this work increases over time, as the surface becomes 

sticker and sticker.

In 'Smoke Break' The artist lies on the ground and smokes a dropped cigarette. This work happens by the side of a road. In this work he wanted to upend accepted smoking poses 

and gestures.  

In ‘Running for the bus’ David Sherry ran for buses that were just beyond catching. He chose to extenuate the situation by carrying two bags of heavy shopping. He spent one day 

at a bus stop in Glasgow, waiting for, running after and missing 63 buses. When making this work he took pleasure in the utter sense of pointlessness from the set task, 

underscoring the prevalent themes of compulsion and failure in his practise. This work specifcally posited itself as a series of set investigations into the small achievements or 

failures in life. 



 'RUNNING FOR THE BUS'  Video, 1999, David Sherry



Anais Tondeur ( FR, Paris/London-based)

Playing with the techniques of the observer, Anaïs Tondeur looks for shift in the viewer’s perception of the real and explores the role of sensorial experiences in an encounter 

with an object of knowledge. She develops narratives structures that are considered as means to fctionalize the real in order to reflect upon it.

Anaïs Tondeur studied at Central Saint Martin’s School (2008) and a Masters in Mixed Media at the Royal College of Art (2010), London. Her practice has included exhibitions and 

residencies in Paris, London, Detroit, Germany and the Netherlands. She lives and works between Paris and London.

Santiago Ortega ( EC, London-based)

Santiago Ortega's work as a designer often takes into account creating new experiences around perception, communication and interaction. This is achieved by introducing 

elements of surprise and playfulness into the interactions. Most recently, his installations also present a mix of physicality and digital technology through the use of interactive 

software. His designs involve working with materials such as wood and metals, and digital tools either for early prototypes or fnished pieces themselves.

Santiago Ortega studied mechanical engineering at INSA de Lyon, France (2009) and a Masters in Innovation Design Engineering at the Royal College of Art, London (2011). His 

practice includes exhibitions and projects in London, Paris, Quito, Lodz and Cieszyn. He lives and works in London.



'WATERMARKS APPARATUS TO INTERSECT THE INVISIBLE' Installation, Digital and mixed-media, 2012, Anais Tondeur / Santiago Ortega

In an area of social and economical mutation, the canal in Hackney Wick remains a stable witness.

The viewing apparatus Dioptroscope 1 searches for memories in the reflections of the water surface. It reveals the water’s hidden reflective properties: mirroring, capturing and 

awakening scenes that happened alongside the canal. It catalyzes traces of the past and overlays them to reflections of the present. In this unknown arrangement of images, the 

presence of previous actions interacts with activities from the present. By applying a layer of fction to our perception, the space and time specifc installations Watermarks 

explore new possibilities ofered by digital techniques to contort reality and intersect the invisible.

Watermarks is a collaborative project developed by Santiago Ortega (Ecuadorian designer and engineer) and Anaïs Tondeur (French installation artist).



Simon Schäfer (D, London-based)

Simon Schäfer studied Sculpture and Media Art at the Hochschule für Gestaltung in Ofenbach, Germany and Sculpture at the Royal College of Art in London. He has exhibited 

widely across Europe including “Serpentine New Music Action” in association with The Serpentine Gallery. He lives and works in London.  

'FTW', Digital, mixed media, 2012, Simon Schäfer

 

Simon Schäfer works with found material such as cardboard boxes, disused furniture as well as dysfunctional and out-dated technology.  By bringing together low and high tech, 

demounting and reassembling his material, he creates strangely morphing, other worldly machines and sculptures.

FTW today commonly stands for "For the Win". "FTW" is an internet expression of enthusiasm, a type of cheer, or a strange way of exclaiming "this is the best" or "this will make 

a big diference.

Years ago, "FTW" used to have the meaning: "fuck the world". This was a term commonly used by social rebels, anarchists and anti-authoritarian types to express frustration 

with modern society.  Schäfer’s work highlights the pace at which our media, entertainment and communication worlds are changing and will continue to do so. Simon Schäfer’s 

mysterious sculptures emit sound and light creating an intense hub of activity.



Helen Turner (UK, London-based)

Born in Frankfurt, Germany and raised in Brussels, Belgium Helen Turner studied Fine Art at Chelsea College of Art and Design, London and The Cooper Union, New York, before 

recently starting an MA in Psychosocial studies at Birkbeck College, London. Turner has exhibited internationally with notable solo shows in Stuttgart and London. Her work is 

predominantly performative and site specifc, frequently demonstrating processes of an amateur scientifc/technical nature, which illustrate a sense of futility and pointlessness. 

Turner often investigates transitory spaces, failures, illusions and inconsequential actions, which inherently parody the behavioural society we live in. 

The site-specifc installation ‘Complete Satisfaction’ speaks of an impossible utopian wholeness, which we perpetually strive after as a society. This site-specifc illusion, hovering 

in front of the Olympic stadium, attempts to parody the projected optimism of a better, more complete future the Olympics will supposedly bring to East London.

'COMPLETE SATISFACTION’, Installation, Digital and mixed media, 2012, Helen Turner



Memo Akten ( TR, London-based)

Memo Akten is a visual artist, director, musician and engineer working at the intersection of art and technology. Driven by the urge to discover new forms of interaction and 

expression; he invents new ways of creating and performing images and sound. With a focus on creating emotional and memorable experiences, his work ranges from live music/

dance/theatre performances, large-scale immersive interactive installations, music videos; to online works and mobile applications. He has given talks and workshops around the 

world and is currently on the selection committee of Siggraph. Also an open-source advocate, his experiments and source-code are documented on his blog www.memo.tv. In 

2007 he founded The Mega Super Awesome Visuals Company – a network of artists, designers, musicians, engineers, hackers and tinkerers.

Selected exhibitions and performances include Victoria & Albert Museum (London), Royal Festival Hall (London), Queen Elizabeth Hall (London), Creators Project (New York, Sao 

Paulo, Beijing), Sydney Biennale, Science Museum (London), Design Miami, Ars Electronica (Linz), onedotzero, Aldeburgh Music Festival, Cannes Lions Festival, Manchester 

Bridgewater Hall, Edinburgh Film Festival, Mapping Festival (Geneva), Yota Space Festival (St. Petersburg), Glastonbury Festival, as well as exhibitions in Paris, Tokyo, Cape Town, 

Venice, Hong Kong, Pittsburgh, Madrid.             

Simple Harmonic Motion is an ongoing research and series of projects exploring the nature of complex patterns created from the interaction of multilayered rhythms. It is a 

video and sound installation, developed around the concept of creating complexity from simplicity. It is inspired by observations from nature, physics and maths.

At the heart of the project lies the concept of creating complexity from simplicity. Through the use of custom software, a large number of ‘entities’ are generated, each follow an 

extremely simple repetitive pattern of movement and sound. On their own, each entity can be considered very monotonous, basic, mechanical and repetitive. The repetition 

duration, motion and sound of each entity is precisely tuned such that the collection of all entities moving together, creates a unique, evolving and complex composition – both 

visually and sonically.



'SIMPLE HARMONIC MOTION' 2011, digital animation, Memo Akten



Sophie Clements (UK, London-based)

Sophie Clements is a visual artist, working specifcally in relation to sound and music. She lives and works in London. She graduated from the Royal College of Art Communication 

department in 2005.  Clements’ work explores the use of video as a form of sculpture. She uses devices including sculptural installation and video projection to deconstruct and 

re-assemble time and material to question the notion of physical reality in relation to time and memory. Taking inspiration from ideas in science and experimental music, 

Clements manipulates time to create highly constructed objects that grow from their surroundings, producing collages that rely on chance interactions and discourse between 

the concrete ‘real’ and the constructed ‘unreal’. Her work has been exhibited in galleries internationally, including the V&A museum; Plaza Futura, Eindhoven, Holland; FACT, 

Liverpool; The Jerwood Space, London; MU Gallery, Eindhoven; OpenEye Gallery, Liverpool; Video London, Barcelona Spain, as well as in numerous flm festivals. Clements won the 

Jerwood Moving Image award in 2008 for her flm ‘Evensong’. http://www.sophieclements.com/.

'HOW WE FALL' video, 2012, Sophie Clements

“How We Fall” observes a moment of change: Cities fall, governments and humans fall: This piece is at the same time a study of material and light, and a suggestion of melancholy 

reflection on our changing fortunes. Created using a technique of sculpting frames picked from multiple repetitive actions, 'How We Fall' continues an interest in the potential of 

video as sculpture. Narrative without narrative, singular in its 'impossible' observation of physical materials: The fnding of beauty, energy and chance in seemingly dull materials 

through the manipulation and reconstruction of time.

http://www.sophieclements.com/
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